AAIB Bulletin: 12/2013

G-AAZG

EW/G2013/08/13

ACCIDENT
Aircraft Type and Registration:

DH60G Gipsy Moth, G-AAZG

No & Type of Engines:

1 De Havilland Gipsy 1 piston engine

Year of Manufacture:

1930 (Serial no: 1253)

Date & Time (UTC):

12 August 2013 at 1030 hrs

Location:

Canons Ashby, Daventry, Northamptonshire

Type of Flight:

Private

Persons on Board:

Crew - 1

Passengers - 1

Injuries:

Crew - 1 (Serious)

Passengers - 1 (Serious)

Nature of Damage:

Substantial damage to the landing gear, fuselage and
wings

Commander’s Licence:

Private Pilot’s Licence

Commander’s Age:

39 years

Commander’s Flying Experience:

512 hours (of which 15 were on type)
Last 90 days - 14 hours
Last 28 days - 3 hours

Information Source:

Aircraft Accident Report Form submitted by the pilot

Synopsis
The aircraft was performing a steep turn to the left when

The pilot carried out two medium banked turns and a

the engine stopped. It entered a spin and, whilst the pilot

gentle wingover manoeuvre before entering another

was able to recover from the spin, during the subsequent

steep turn to the left. When established in the turn, the

forced landing the aircraft struck a grass bank and was

engine stopped and the aircraft entered a spin to the left.

extensively damaged. Both occupants were seriously

The pilot recovered from the spin but, due to the limited

injured.

height available, could only pull out of the dive and carry
out a forced landing in an isolated grass area, amongst

History of the flight

trees and other obstacles. In doing so, the aircraft struck

The pilot was carrying out a local flight with a friend.

a ridge and furrow, which destroyed the landing gear and

The weather was good (CAVOK), with a westerly

much of the forward fuselage. A member of the public

wind of about 12 to 15 kt. The passenger occupied the

witnessed the accident and called the emergency services,

front cockpit and the pilot the rear. The engine started

who recovered both occupants from the wreckage. The

normally and the aircraft departed, climbing to an

pilot and his passenger had suffered serious injuries and

altitude of 1,200 ft.

were transferred to hospital. There was no fire.
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The aircraft had recently been re-weighed. During that

The pilot considered that he had avoided a serious head

process, the fuel tank had been drained and the same fuel

injury because he was wearing a protective helmet.

was then used to refill the tank. After that, the aircraft

Also, he commented that he had since had discussions

had flown some five hours, during which it had been

with others in the historic aircraft community regarding

refuelled twice at a licensed aerodrome. The second

energy absorbing foam in seat pans and its potential for

refuel had taken place prior to positioning the aircraft

reducing the level of back injuries in the event of an

back to the private site from which the accident flight

accident.

departed.

It was reported that the engine had been

consistently reliable. No reason for the engine failure
was identified.
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